MyFlight Charter
Allow operators to get their job done faster while ensuring compliance
A MyFlight Solutions™ Product

Key Features

• A Complete Solution for Operators of Charter Flights
• Fully Integrated to MyFlight FBO™ and MyFlight MxShop™

• Compliance Support for:
  - FAA Part 135 for public operators
  - FAA Part 91.k for independent operators
  - Corporate flight departments
  - International charter operators
  - Fully integrated with MyFlight FBO™

• Reservation and Estimates with Integrated Dispatch Workflow
• Integrated Aircraft and Crew Scheduling

• Workflow Management
  - Reservation requests
  - Scheduling with compliance
  - Auto-scheduling
  - FAA dispatch compliance

• Compliance Management
  - Compliance for crews
  - Configurable compliance engine
  - Aircraft compliance tracking

• Integrated Billing Module With Contract Support
  - Deposits and payment options
  - Automated billing
  - Organization and internal billing
  - Self-pay and pre-pay billing

Complete Integration Drives Success!

• Continuous aircraft management
• All-in-one billing between systems
• Ensure timely scheduling and workflow with aircraft and crew compliance
• Dashboards to Monitor All Operations
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